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Abstract. Functional periodicity plays an important role in the process of prod-

uct automatic innovation for ensuring stable systems. But there is no method of 

establishing Functional Periodicity. In order to establish the functional periodic-

ity of a new product, an existed product called the goal product is firstly chosen, 

if it is similar to the new product on aspects of function, effect or structure. 

Subsequently, difference between the new product and the goal product is iden-

tified by establishing the mapping relationship between the functional require-

ments and design parameters. Using the tools from TRIZ, the function model of 

the new product is formulated based on the above-mentioned mapping relation-

ship. Afterwards, the system functional periodicity of the new product is pro-

posed in form of TRIZ function model by combining the results of proposed 

function model and the relationship among functions. Finally, the feasibility of 

the proposed method is verified with a specific design case. 

Keywords: Functional Periodicity, Automatic Innovation, New Products, Func-

tion Model, TRIZ. 

1 Introduction 

The function is the core of the concept design in the process of product automatic 

innovation, and it is also the foundation of establishing functional periodicity. Suh [1] 

(2004) put forward the concept of functional periodicity, which is an important way to 

reduce system complexity. Functional periodicity plays an important role in the pro-

cess of product automatic innovation for ensuring stable systems. The product func-

tion analysis mainly includes the function structure and the function model based on 

TRIZ [2]. The problems existing in the system can be found out by these two meth-

ods. However, they can't help the designers to build the system functional periodicity. 

The literature [3]- [7] verified that the function model is an important way to solve 

problems for the innovation. However, most of the studies improved the present 

products, not a new product. The literature [8] emphasizes that functional periodicity 

is the foundation for a system operating stability. The literature [9] verified that func-
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tional periodicity is the most important way to reduce the system complexity and 

introduced several functional periodicity determination methods based on TRIZ. 

However, they did not put forward a method of a new product functional periodicity 

established.  

The traditional function model based on TRIZ is applied to improve the existing 

system, not to develop a new product, not to establish functional periodicity. In this 

paper, according to function, effect or structure, a product is found out similar to the 

new product function, the structure or the effect. Namely, it is regarded as the goal 

product. Subsequently, difference between the new product and the goal product is 

identified by establishing the mapping relationship between the functional require-

ments and design parameters. Using the tools from TRIZ, the function model of the 

new product is formulated based on the above-mentioned mapping relationship. Ac-

cording to the improved function model and the relationship between each function, 

the system functional periodicity is determined. The process model of functional peri-

odicity assisted by function model is set up for the new product development. 

2 Time independent complexity and functional analysis 

2.1 Time independent complexities 

The complexity concept in axiomatic design theory is defined as a measure of uncer-

tainty in achieving the desired set of functional requirements [10] (see Fig. 1). The 

size of the complexity is directly determined by the relationship between the design 

scope and system range. It may be a constant, and also may be changing over time. 

There are four different types of complexity, namely, time-dependent combinatorial 

complexity, time-dependent periodic complexity, time-independent real complexity 

and time-independent imaginary complexity [10]. 
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the design scope and system range [10] 

Time-independent real complexity is that the system range is not fully in the design 

scope. Namely, the area of the shaded part is uncertain in Fig. 1. It is real and does not 

change with time. Because the designer is not fully familiar with the product design, 
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the system produces the uncertainty. Time-independent imaginary complexity isn’t 

really system complexity. 

2.2 Function analysis 

The carrier of the function is the product. The manifestation of the product is the 

function. In the 1940s American engineer Myers [2] put forward the concept of the 

function at first and put it on the core problems of value engineering research. 

The main advantages of the function analysis are as follows: (a) Through the func-

tion analysis, unnecessary parts can be found out and be eliminated completely; (b) 

Through the function analysis, a cheaper alternative material can be found to instead 

of some parts, and even the total product; (c) Through the function analysis, the origi-

nal design can be improved; (d) Through the function analysis, some parts which 

manufacturing tolerance is too high often can be found. 

Function analysis is mainly from the total function and then divided into two direc-

tions:  the function structure and the function model based on TRIZ. 

(a) The function structure 

The basis of the function structure is regarding product design as the conversion of 

substance, energy and signal. Starting from the total function to decomposition for 

each sub-function, the function structure is comprised of system sub-function, as 

shown in Fig. 2 [2]. The function structure is widely used in new product innovation 

and design. 
Total 

function

Sub-function

energy
substance

signal
Substance’
signal’

energy’

 

Fig. 2. Product function structure 

(b)The function model 

According to a total function, the function model is from the total system to sub-

systems, until the typical components. Then a verb is used in each element, with the 

different linear representative of the interaction between components, such as harmful 

effects or shortage effect. The function model is set up. Function model which in-

cludes super systems, systems and products mainly improves the existing product or 

system. But there isn’t a method of function model for a new product or system. 

2.3 Functional periodicity 

Based on the complexity of the axiomatic design theory, functional periodicity is 

defined as a set of functional requirements [10]. Function mentioned is a functional 

periodicity, but it is repeating a set of the same function, not only a time period. 
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Namely, that has a fixed time period. In Axiomatic Design Complexity Theory, func-

tional periodicity types include time periodicity, geometric periodicity, biological 

periodicity, chemical periodicity[11-12], thermal cycle, power cycle and material 

cycle8 etc.  

Functional periodicity is a kind of characteristic of the natural system and the tech-

nical system. This is an essential characteristic of the stable system. It is the premise 

and foundation of the stable operation of the system 8. 

To ensure systems operating stability, it is very important to establish the function-

al periodicity. Suh [1] shows that functional periodicity is defined as the period set by 

repeating a set of function requirements. It is very important to establish the function-

al periodicity of the new product in the process of new product development. But 

there isn’t a method of function model for a new product or system. 

3 Determining process model of functional periodicity of a new 

product  

According to the product functional requirements (FRs), the similar products are de-

termined in the market at present; the mapping relationship [14] between the func-

tional requirements (FRs) and design parameters (DPs) is established; then consider-

ing the difference between the design and present products, the mapping relationship 

between the functional requirements and design parameters is established. Based on 

the mapping relationship, the function model of the goal product is set up using TRIZ 

tools, such as the trimming [15], substance-field analysis, 76 standard solutions, etc., 

and a new product function model is gotten; According to the relationship between 

each function, the functional periodicity of a new product is determined. The concrete 

steps are as follows: 

I. According to user requirements, the target patent is determined. Through the 

analysis functional domain and the domain of the similar products, the mapping rela-

tionship between the functional requirements (FRs) and design parameters (DPs) is 

established. 

According to the product design requirements and market studies, the product to be 

designed is still blank in currently. The function model of the new product can't be 

established directly. Therefore, the existing products similar to the designed product 

are found out. Namely, starting from the function, the effect and the structure, a prod-

uct similar to the new product function, the structure or the effect is found, namely, it 

is regarded as the goal product. The function model of the target product is set up. 

According to similarity principle [16][17], the similarity between the products has 

different forms, mainly including the following several aspects: 

(a) Similar to the new product function: it refers to the similarity between the prod-

uct or system function. 

(b) Similar to the new product working principle: it refers to the similarity between 

the product or system working principle. 

(c) Similar to the new product structure: it refers to the similarity between the 

product or system structure. 
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(d) Similar to the new product function and structure: it refers to the similarity be-

tween the product or system function and structure.  

(e) Similar to the new product function and working principle: it refers to the simi-

larity between the product or system function and working principle. 

(f) Similar to the new product function, working principle and structure: it refers to 

the similarity between the product or system function, working principle and struc-

ture. 

As long as a product meets the above anyone, it can be regarded as a similar 

product to the new product. Through the analysis functional domain and the domain 

of the similar products, the mapping relationship between the functional requirements 

(FRs) and design parameters (DPs) is established (see Fig. 3 9). 

FR0

FR1 FR2

FR11 FR12 FR21 FR22

FR211 FR212 FR213

DP0

DP1 DP2

DP11 DP12 DP21 DP22

DP211 DP212 DP213

 

Fig. 3. The mapping relationship between the FRs and DPs [10] 

II. Compared to the new product functional requirements and design parameters, the 

problem parameters are determined in the mapping principle. The mapping principle 

applied to the new product design requirements between the FR’s and DP’s is estab-

lished. 

Relative to the original design, the mapping relationship of the similar product is 

right. However, in order to apply to the design requirements of new products, some of 

the original design parameters may be changed. Therefore, the system will have some 

problems, such as a big bulk, complexity, missing some functions and so on. And 

then, the DPs would change into DP’s (see Fig. 4). Compared to the new product 

functional requirements and design parameters and based on the mapping relationship 

of the similar product, the mapping principle applied to the new product design re-

quirements between the FR’s and DP’s is established (see Fig. 4). 

javascript:showjdsw('showjd_0','j_0')
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Fig. 4. The mapping relationship between the FR’s and DP’s 

III. According to the mapping relationship between the FR’s and DP’s, the function 

model which has some problems is established (see Fig. 5). It is based on the similar 

product. 

supersystem

products

system

 

Fig. 5. The function model based on the similar product 

IV. Introducing TRIZ tools, the improved function model of the new product is set 

up. 

Analysis of problem function model established, designers introduce TRIZ tools, 

such as the trimming, substance-field analysis, 76 standard solutions, etc., and get a 

new product function model. 

V. According to each function of the new product and the order of each function 

under working, the functional periodicity is determined. 

According to the improved function model and the work order, the functional peri-

odicity can be determined (see Fig. 6). Therefore, the design requirements and the 

stability of the system can be ensured. 
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Fig. 6. Functional periodicity determined by function model 

4 Case study 

Nowadays since the German government put forward the strategy of "Industry 4.0", 

countries gradually raised a global upsurge of "Internet+", including China. Our coun-

try also puts forward "made in China 2025". Under the background of a more and 

more rapid pace of life today, People prefer to nutrition improvement of a healthy 

diet. But now most of the people are doing all kinds of porridge according to their 

own subjective consciousness. 

Therefore, the auto-mixed system of porridge needs to develop urgently to substi-

tute manual work. The product should be simple and convenient, meet the gradually 

rapid pace of the life and work, and satisfy people the different preferences of por-

ridge. What’s more, according to the special groups of customers (such as diabetes, 

etc.) requirements, it can provide the correctly kind of porridge. At the same time, 

application of "Internet +" concept, it can realize the remote control, and realize the 

customer to make an appointment. The auto-mixed system of porridge is rare at pre-

sent. There are more vast development space and a broad market. 

I. According to the calculation method of similar products, the ore automatic 

batching system in the patent CN202656318U [18] is similar to the auto-mixed sys-

tem of porridge in function. Through the analysis of the similar products, the mapping 

relationship between the functional requirements (FRs) and design parameters (DPs) 

of the ore automatic batching system in the patent CN202656318U [18] is established. 

Currently existing batching system is composed of storage hopper, weighing hop-

per, weighing sensor, unloading conveyor belt, devices, etc. such as ore automatic 

batching system (see Fig. 7 [18]), having a large volume and high precision require-

ments. At the same time, technology is not very mature and less finished products in 

the food industry. 
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1---Weighing and blanking mechanism; 2--- Burden delivery mechanism; 

3--- Material mixing mechanism; 4--- Valve 

Fig. 7. The ore automatic batching system schematic diagram 

Through the analysis of the similar products, the mapping relationship between the 

functional requirements (FRs) and design parameters (DPs) of the ore automatic 

batching system in the patent CN202656318U [18] is established (see Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8. The mapping relationship of the ore automatic batching system 

II. Compared to the new product function requirements and the mapping principle of 

the ore automatic batching system, the control systems are complex and the size of 

device is too large. Therefore, the DPs of controls are changed into DP’s. The map-

ping principle applied to the auto-mixed system of porridge design requirements is 

established (see Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9. The mapping relationship of the auto-mixed system of porridge 

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e6%b7%b7%e6%96%99&tjType=sentence&style=&t=material+mixing
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III. According to the mapping relationship of the auto-mixed system of porridge, the 

function model is established. It is based on the ore automatic batching system. 

Through the analysis of system function model (see Fig. 10), a Material Storehouse 

needs a set of control systems, namely two Material Storehouses need two sets of 

control systems, so the equipment is complex, big volume and complicated operation. 
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 Support
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output
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input
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Fig. 10. The function model (two Material Storehouses) 

IV. Introducing TRIZ tools, such as the trimming, substance-field analysis, 76 stand-

ard solutions, etc., the improved function model of the new product is set up. 

The valve 1 is similar to the valve 2 and so on (see Fig. 10). Therefore, considering 

the principle of trimming, the control valves are regarded as trimming objects 

[19][20] (see Fig. 11). 
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Fig. 11. The trimming function model 
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A clutch is referenced. Therefore, a set of control systems is applied to complete con-

trol of multiple storage bins. The function model of the new product system is shown 

in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12. The function model of new product system 

Using substance-field analysis and 76 standard solutions, a convex flange is intro-

duced, with the shaft directly, and then meets the block material A to eliminate the 

harmful effect. At the same time, it can strengthen the block material A rotational 

stability. The overall effect is as shown in Fig. 13. 

 
1-top head; 2-material storehouse; 3-asymmetric feed opening; 4-Material box;  

5-substructure; 6- Material box handle; 7-block material A; 8-block material B 

Fig. 13. The schematic diagram of the overall effect 

V. According to the relationship between each function, the new product functional 

periodicity is determined. 

In working condition, the stepping motor and the clutch are electrified at the same 

time. Block material A and B rotate simultaneously. When they arrive at the asym-

metric feed opening of the material storehouse, electromagnetic clutch with power 

off, block material A stops rotating and block material B continues. When the aper-

ture of block material A is obscured completely, the stepping motor stops running. 
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Now blanking, materials are directly into the material box. When the expected regula-

tion is achieved, stepping motor controls block material B inversion until keeping out 

the blanking round hole of block material A. At this point, the first time the material 

is completed. As repeating operation, the automatic batching of porridge is completed 

(see Fig. 14).  
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Fig. 14. The diagram of functional periodicity of the auto-mixed system of porridge 

Therefore, according to the order of each function under working, functional periodic-

ity is determined (see Fig. 14). The cylindrical structure of the new product can be 

designed according to the function model shown as Fig. 14. A new product is inno-

vated. The prototype model is shown as Fig. 15. 

 

Fig. 15. Prototype model 
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5 Conclusions 

Based on TRIZ, the process model of functional periodicity for the new product is 

established. There are two major innovations as follows: 

(1) The traditional function model based on TRIZ is applied to improve the present 

product, not a new product. This paper puts forward a new direction for a new product 

design.  

(2) Functional periodicity is determined based on conflict and others except the 

function model. This paper puts forward the calculation method of similar products 

and verifies the process of a functional periodicity based on function model. 

The paper describes the meaning of the function structure and function model 

based on TRIZ. Starting from function, effect or structure, the similar product is 

found. At the same time, according to the mapping principle between the FRs and 

DPs and the function model, it puts forward the method of a functional periodicity of 

the new product. The validity of the method is proved by "the auto-mixed system of 

porridge ". It provides a new direction and lays a foundation for the new product de-

sign and innovation.  
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